Younger abstention limits federal courts from intervening in ongoing state court proceedings. Younger abstention clearly applies to ongoing state criminal prosecutions. It also applies to certain civil enforcement proceedings that are akin to criminal prosecution in important respects and pending civil proceedings involving certain orders uniquely in furtherance of the state courts’ ability to perform their judicial functions.

Younger abstention only prohibits interference with ongoing proceedings. Criminal prosecutions cease to be “ongoing” once the defendant has exhausted his or her opportunities to appeal. Also, Younger may not bar challenges for failure to conduct ability-to-pay proceedings before jailing where the defendant would not otherwise have an opportunity to contest the constitutional failure directly before suffering the constitutional harm. Younger abstention also does not bar an attack on a matter that is collateral to a criminal prosecution. Courts reject application of Younger to bar challenges to post-conviction collection practices. These courts focus on the action’s collateral nature and the lack of an ongoing state prosecution.
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